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John Witte, Jr. is the Jonas Robitscher Professor of Law and director of the law and religion pro

gram at Emory University. In 1994 he was selected Outstanding Educator by the.United Methodist 

Fouudation for Christian Higher Education. He was invited to deliver the annual banquet address at 

the Institute of Higher Education;'sponsored by the Division of Higher Education; the National 

Association of Schools and Colleges of The United Methodist Church, and the Foundation. This 

paper is taken from that address. 

Methodist and other Christian institutions of higher learning have come under attack in recent years. The cardi
nal Christian convictions and values which they embrace no longer command common consent. Exponents of 
multicultnralism challenge their basic theological and social assumptions. Proponents of globalization criticize 
their parochialism and cultural elitism. Advocates of political correctness reject their patterns of language and 
social order. Leaders of the technological revolution challenge their traditional scientific and pedagogical 
methods. First Amendment advocates reject their dependence on the aid and accommodation of the state. A 
radical fringe of post-modernists deny the very validity and utility of their canonical texts, of their conventions 
of reason and conscience, of their virtnes of prudence, justice, and wisdom, faith, hope, and charity. These 
challenges to the traditional values embraced by Christian schools are not only raised at Berkeley, Stanford, 
and other familiar bevies of radicalisin. Today, they thrive just as well within Christian colleges and universi
ties. 

How can Methodist and other Christian institutions of higher learning respond constructively to these chal
lenges? How does the Christian academy define and defend Christian educational values in a way that respects 
both traditional formulations as well as contemporary critiques? How can traditional methods and measures of 
values be retooled to meet the demands of new world views and a new world order? 

Most responses to these pressing questions must be left to the cognoscenti. A partial response, however, is that 
we must return the two great spheres and sciences oflaw and ofreligion to the heart of our educational enter
prise. 

Nearly a millennium ago, when the first Western Christian universities were founded, the faculties oflaw and 
ofreligion stood at the center ofthe university, along with the faculty of medicine. Canon law and civil law, 
























